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1.Why is SNMPv2c considered to be insecure? 
A. SNMPv2c agents only accept GET requests which match their read-only community string 
B. SNMPv2c community strings are transmitted in clear text 
C. SNMPv2c only allows the signing of the message payload 
D. SNMPv2c agents only encrypt WRITE messages. 
Answer: B 
 
2.Which storage array feature records only changes made to the base volume and keeps an earlier state 
of the original volume? 
A. snapshot 
B. clone 
C. virtual volume 
D. volume mirror 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://assets.ext.hpe.com/is/content/hpedam/a00093683enw (10) 
 
3.A customer is subject to regulatory requirements and their data is highly sensitive. 
Which HPE Smart Array feature addresses their need for an level of security for data stored inside their 
server? 
A. Secure Encryption 
B. SmartCache 
C. Smart Battery backed-up write-cache 
D. Rapid Parity Initialization 
Answer: A 
 
4.HOTSPOT 
A solution Integrator is installing new equipment to the rack Click the recommended location area for 
R3000 Gen5 UPS. 
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5.A customer requires five HPE ProLiant servers that will be mounted in a rack and shipped from site to 
site All servers must be online within an hour of site arrival 
Which feature will ensure that the servers will be available to the business if travel motion has damaged 
a DIMM? 
A. HPE Fast Fault Tolerance Memory protection 
B. Triple+ Parity RAID protection 
C. Flash Back Write Cache battery protection 
D. HPE Active Health System integration 
Answer: A 
 


